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Juan is a Licensed Professional Counselor. He has been in private practice for seven years. 

Today, he has a session with a couple with whom he has not met previously. The couple, Dan 

and Karen, ages 35 and 23 respectively, arrive on time for their session and complete all 

informed consent documentation. After reviewing their consent forms and clarifying some 

billing information, Juan begins the session by asking Dan and Karen their reason(s) for seeking 

counseling. Dan responds readily by telling Juan their history. First, he reports that he was 

divorced two years ago, and Karen has never been married. Dan explains they have a dominant 

and submissive relationship where he is in charge. Dan self-identifies as heterosexual and a 

sadist. Karen self-identifies as bisexual and does not identify as a masochist. They describe 

meeting online eight months ago, and after two months of seeing each other, Karen moved into 

Dan’s house. Karen interjects that she moved in with Dan specifically to be his live-in slave. 

Karen further tells Juan that she and Dan are very compatible and enjoy being together very 

much.   

 

As Karen talks, Juan notices the scarf she is wearing around her neck.  The scarf shifts, revealing 

bruises on her neck. After Juan notices the bruises on Karen’s neck, he asks to speak with her 

alone to assess for her safety. Even after Karen assures Juan that she is safe and consensual in 

the physical pain, Juan wonders if he should contact authorities about possible intimate partner 

violence. Additionally, Juan finds himself about to tell Dan and Karen that he cannot work with 

them because he does not agree with their lifestyle choice, especially since he believes that a 

man should never physically assault a woman. Given the presenting situation, Juan knows he 

needs to examine his ethical concerns regarding his counseling with this couple.   


